MONDAY

MAY 29

30

TUESDAY

31

black plane
block plot
blush plum

–Muhammed Ali

5

6

Say /bl/ Repeat 5 times:
/bl, pl/ Sounds

Father’s Day
Juneteenth Day

Fill in the Blank

13

Flag Day
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THURSDAY

2

claim
glad
class gleam
clown glove

14

Fill in the Blank

klā, klē, klī, klō, klū
___________

We found the oceans
on the _______.a

Say /gl/ Repeat 5 times:
Summer Begins

21

Say /gl/ Repeat 5 times:

Fill in the Blank

flā, flē, flī, flō, flū
___________

My favorite animal
at the zoo is the
three-toed _______.

Say /sl/ Repeat 5 times:

Combine each /l/ blend with
each long vowel sound:

bl
pl
kl

gl
fl
sl

ā, ē, ī,
ō, ū

FRIDAY

flap
floss
flute

8

Answer the Riddle

Say /kl/ Repeat 5 times:

slā, slē, slī, slō, slū
26
27

More
/l/ Blends
Practice

LE N D

9

3

28

Fill in the Blank
I won the staring
contest because my
brother _______.

15

Answer the Riddle

I sit upon your nose,
And help you read a book.
If you did not have me,
You could not see or look.

22

Answer the Riddle

I am a white powder.
You use me when you bake
A dozen yummy cookies
Or a birthday cake.

29

Answer the Riddle

You see me at the circus,
Dressed funny up and down.
Big shoes and painted face,
I'll never make you frown.

slaw
slide
slip

16

23

30

Artic Photos
"L Blends"
Fun Deck®

11
Check out this product:

Tell me what
you like to do at
a playground.

Say and Do®
S, R, L Blends
Bingo
Item #BGO87
DIGITAL LIBRARY

17

18
Check out this product:

Tell me when
you use a
vacuum cleaner.

Artic Quickies®
Reproducible Photo
Fun Sheets!
Item #BKAQC14
DIGITAL LIBRARY

24

25
Check out this product:

Tell me about
some other foods
made with flour.
JUL 1

Repeat the
Sentence
Trey dumped the
green glitter
on his paper.

Check out this product:

10

Repeat the
Sentence
Nadia wore her fuzzy
pink slippers to work.

4

DIGITAL LIBRARY

Repeat the
Sentence
My cat is afraid of the
noisy vacuum cleaner.

SATURDAY

Item #AP36

Repeat the
Sentence

The bathtub won't drain
When it's time for recess,
Dad used his trusty
so we had to call
I am where you go.
pliers to bend the wire.
a _______.
Say /pl/ Repeat 5 times:
I have slides and swings,
As everybody knows.
plā, plē, plī, plō, plū

glā, glē, glī, glō, glū
19
20

/fl, sl/ Sounds

7

blā, blē, blī, blō, blū
___________

12

/kl, gl/ Sounds

1

Directions: Keep your articulation skills sharp!
Color in each square as you complete the activity.
See how many you can complete this month!

Repeat These Words: Repeat These Words: Repeat These Words:

"If my mind can conceive it, if my heart can
believe it, then I can achieve it."

Pentecost

WEDNESDAY

L

Twisto
Tommy®
Item #GB410

2
Check out this product:

Tell me about
clowns.

Webber®
Articulation Cards
– L Blends
Item #WA06
DIGITAL LIBRARY

Answer Key: June 7) plumber, 8) playground, 14) globe, 15) glasses, 21) sloth, 22) flour, 28) blinked, 29) clown

SUNDAY

Articulation

B

S

2022

JUNE

Summer Speech

SUNDAY

MONDAY

JUN 26

27

Combine each /l/ blend with
each long vowel sound:

More
/l/ Blends
Practice

bl
pl
kl
3

/bl, pl/ Sounds

gl
fl
sl

ā, ē, ī,
ō, ū

Independence Day

Articulation

TUESDAY

Fill in the Blank

4

Say /bl/ Repeat 5 times:

Fill in the Blank

blā, blē, blī, blō, blū
___________

Grandma picked fresh
______ to put in her pie.

Say /pl/ Repeat 5 times:
12

Fill in the Blank

klā, klē, klī, klō, klū
___________

The farmer fed the
tiny, pink _______.

Say /gl/ Repeat 5 times:

glā, glē, glī, glō, glū
17
18

/fl, sl/ Sounds

19

Say /fl/ Repeat 5 times:

Fill in the Blank

flā, flē, flī, flō, flū
___________

Marco blew out the
candle's _______.

Say /sl/ Repeat 5 times:

slā, slē, slī, slō, slū
24
25
Combine each /l/ blend with
each long vowel sound:

bl
pl
31 kl
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gl
fl
sl

ā, ē, ī,
ō, ū

26

Fill in the Blank
Always remember to
say " _______" and
"thank you."

L

Directions: Keep your articulation skills sharp!
Color in each square as you complete the activity.
See how many you can complete this month!

LE N D

THURSDAY

30

You put food upon me
Every time you eat.
I look like a big circle.
I keep your table neat.

13

Answer the Riddle

Answer the Riddle

In a park you find me,
At the ladder top.
You will glide right down me.
Be careful when you stop!

27

Answer the Riddle
When fingers are cold
And hands are bare,
I warm them up.
I'm what you wear.

Trey dumped the
green glitter
on his paper.

2

Webber®
Articulation Cards
– L Blends

Tell me about
clowns.

7

Item #WA06
DIGITAL LIBRARY

8

Repeat the
Sentence
My cat knocked over
the stack of blocks.

14

21

Tell me what
you like to do
with blocks.

28

Articulation Skill
Strips® – L and L
Blends
Item #STRP78

15

16
Check out this product:

Hidden Picture
Scenes

Tell me about
your classroom.

Item #GB483

22

Repeat the
Sentence
Jordy has a bad case
of the flu.

9
Check out this product:

Repeat the
Sentence

23
Check out this product:

Tell me about
a time you had
the flu.
29

Repeat the
Sentence
Demi practices her
clarinet every day.

SATURDAY

Check out this product:

I am a place at school
The good news made
With desks, chairs, and more. Jayda shout with glee!
You find your teacher in me.
I open with a door.

20

1

Repeat the
Sentence

6

Answer the Riddle

FRIDAY

Anytime
Artic®
Item #ATA88
DIGITAL LIBRARY

30
Check out this product:

Tell me why it's
important to
say please.

Say & Glue®
Phonology & Artic
Fun Sheets
Item #BK283
DIGITAL LIBRARY

Answer Key: June 28) blinked, 29) clown // July 5) blueberries, 6) plate, 12) piglet, 13) classroom, 19) flame, 20) slide, 26) please, 27) gloves

More
/l/ Blends
Practice

You see me at the circus,
Dressed funny up and down.
Big shoes and painted face,
I'll never make you frown.

5

Say /kl/ Repeat 5 times:

29

Answer the Riddle

I won the staring
contest because my
brother _______.

plā, plē, plī, plō, plū
10
11

/kl, gl/ Sounds

28

WEDNESDAY

B

S

2022

JULY

Summer Speech

SUNDAY

MONDAY

JUL 31

/bl, pl/ Sounds

1

TUESDAY

2

Say /bl/ Repeat 5 times:

Fill in the Blank

blā, blē, blī, blō, blū
___________

Janine buttoned the
sleeves on her _______.

Say /pl/ Repeat 5 times:
plā, plē, plī, plō, plū
7
8

/kl, gl/ Sounds

Say /kl/ Repeat 5 times:

Fill in the Blank

klā, klē, klī, klō, klū
___________

Mom adjusted the time
on the _______.

Say /gl/ Repeat 5 times:

Fill in the Blank

flā, flē, flī, flō, flū
___________

The diver strapped his
_______ to his feet.

Say /sl/ Repeat 5 times:

slā, slē, slī, slō, slū
21
22

More
/l/ Blends
Practice

bl
pl
kl

gl
fl
sl

28

ā, ē, ī,
ō, ū

I have two wings and a tail,
And glide up in the air.
A pilot takes me up and down,
Flying here and there.

10

Answer the Riddle

I am always sticky.
I can be clear or white.
When something is broken,
I will fix it tight.

17

Answer the Riddle

24

Answer the Riddle

You can look up the
definition in the book's You put your hands inside me
When a shirt you wear.
_______.
I cover up your arms,
So they will not be bare.

29

30

31

Repeat These Words: Repeat These Words: Repeat These Words:
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bleach
blow
blue

plant
please
plow

clap
climb
close

glass
glide
glow

LE N D

THURSDAY

4

flea
flow
fly

slate
sleep
slow

Directions: Keep your articulation skills sharp!
Color in each square as you complete the activity.
See how many you can complete this month!

FRIDAY

5

Repeat the
Sentence
Plug your ears if it's
too noisy.

11

18

Articulation
Chipper Chat®
Item #CC66

Tell me about
planes.
12

Tell me what
you use glue for.

SEP 1

Say and Do®
Rebus for
Articulation
Item #BK262
DIGITAL LIBRARY

19

20
Check out this product:

Tell me about a
time you needed
a flashlight.

Webber® Wordy
Wheels® S/L/R
Blends Add-On
Item #GB578

26

Repeat the
Sentence
My pie won a blue
ribbon at the fair.

13
Check out this product:

Repeat the
Sentence

25

6

Check out this product:

Repeat the
Sentence
Kamden is
ready to clean
the kitchen.

SATURDAY

27
Check out this product:

Tell me what it
means to win a
blue ribbon.

Tiny Talk®
"L Blends"
Deck
Item #TT335
DIGITAL LIBRARY

2

3

"Real change, enduring change, happens
one step at a time."
–Ruth Bader Ginsburg

Answer Key: August 2) blouse, 3) plane, 9) clock, 10) glue, 16) flippers, 17) flashlight, 23) glossary, 24) sleeves

Practice
Words

L

You use me when it's dark Watch where you step
To help you find your way.
so you don't slip!
Hold me in your hand.
Turn nighttime into day.

23

Fill in the Blank

3

Answer the Riddle

16

Say /fl/ Repeat 5 times:

Combine each /l/ blend with
each long vowel sound:

WEDNESDAY

9

glā, glē, glī, glō, glū
14
15

/fl, sl/ Sounds

Articulation

B

S

2022

AUGUST

Summer Speech

